
In recent years some countries have experienced very rapid economic development. 
This has resulted in much higher standards of living in urban areas but not in the 
countryside.
This situation may bring some problems for the country as a whole. What are these 
problems? How might they be reduced?

The Economic climate in advanced countries has have had a steep enhancementd in 
recent decades. This event has led outcome to improvementsing on the increase in 
people’ lifestyle standard in the metropolitan areas., however, the surroundings are 
(lagging behind) not keeping pace in the developing process that surely will follow 
some negative results. In this essay those consequences and some suggestions will be 
stated (cited, right?)

First of all, the government allocates (centered) an array of facilities in urban districts, 
from public transportation systems, improved streets and roads, electronic appliances 
that facilitate the city life for the citizens. Concurrently, countryside is deprived from 
of state-of-the-art (trendy) instruments and their officials rendered them poor quality 
services that not only do not respond to their initial requirements, also fall put them 
behind from crucial standards of current life. 

The other main problem is that unequal life conditions could result in more and more 
emigratione from the countryside to the mega cities. This will give a rise to an 
overpopulatione in the mega cities, alongside with overstored harmful ions that 
plummet reduce the air quality. Theses stated problems are considered accounted as 
thea tip of the iceberg. Every dire consequence is followed by another repercussion 
that exacerbates the status quo (current situation) as well as other ongoing negative 
events.

In effect, inequality in society, according to the sociologists, will lead actuate to 
increasing aggressive behavior. The modern communities are engaged in increasing 
street violence, on account of recent reports. It is told that the chief reason has is 
rooted in inequality in distribution of wealth in the society, amongst emigrantste from 
the countryside and urban citizens.

Obviously, more attention to peoples in the suburbssurrounding, more productivities 
in that those parts. Moreover, the upgrade trends in emigratione will be reverse 
owing to providing ubiquitous job opportunities in that region that brings down the 
statistics of violence behavior in the society. 


